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Full ownership by the United Mexican States (UMS). The strong support provided by the Mexican Government as demonstrated by the pledge of full faith and credit of the UMS for BANOBRA'S debt obligations. Underused lending capacity. The ratings on Banco Nacional de Obras y Servicios Publicos S.N.C.'s (BANOBRAS) senior unsecured debt mirrors Standard & Poor's Ratings Services long-term foreign currency sovereign rating (BBB-) and stable outlook on UMS. BANOBRAS, which is fully owned and supported by the Mexican Government, is the country's second-largest development bank with assets of US$13.96 billion (MxP156.88 billion, at MxP11.24 to US$1) as of Dec. 31, 2003. The bank provides financing to states and municipalities, as well as to private companies that undertake infrastructure and public...
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Standard and Poors RatingsXpress Credit Research provides in-depth coverage of international corporates, financial institutions, insurance companies, utilities, sovereigns and structured finance programs. RatingsXpress Credit Research lets users determine the credit rating of holdings and identify key factors underlying an issuer's creditworthiness, distinguishes the different risk exposures for new and existing deals, and provides an understanding of how their analysts interpret key regulatory, political and environmental events and their economic impact.
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